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HELLO

THERE IS NOTHING
TO BE AFRAID OF,
EXCEPT FEAR ITSELF
Leith Creative Director Phil Evans
on football, fear and what we can
learn from new England.

AS THE LAST REMAINING EMBERS OF BEST SUMMER EVER®
TURN TO ASHEN CLOUDS (SOMBRE SKIES ON LEITH?), WE TURN
OUR THOUGHTS TO A NEW SEASON* AND A NEW EDITION OF THE
BOLD QUARTERLY.
IN THIS ISSUE, LEITHERS TALK INTRUSIVE TECH, ONLINE
ANONYMITY AND SIDE HUSTLES. PLUS, WHAT WE CAN LEARN
FROM ENGLAND’S RUSSIAN ADVENTURE AND WHY IT’S MORE
IMPORTANT THAN EVER TO DO ADS THAT GET TALKED ABOUT.
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CREEPING TECH:
HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH?

3

Why it’s time to say “no” to intrusive
and unnecessary tech, by Leith Content
Strategist George Gunn.

HAVE YOU SEEN?
Making ads cut through the noise again,
by Leith Deputy Creative Director
Chris Watson.

TALKING OF WHICH, WE’RE BEYOND EXCITED TO WELCOME THE
MAN WITH THE LIVELIEST TROUSERS IN THE BUSINESS – THE
LEGENDARY MR MARK DENTON ESQ – TO BOLD ON THE BARGE
THIS AUGUST. WE’VE GOT A FEELING HE’S GOING TO BE ANYTHING
BUT GREY.
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IN THE MEANTIME, ENJOY YOUR FINAL BQ OF THE SUMMER
AND PLEASE LET ME KNOW WHAT YOU THINK OF IT AT
ED.BROOKE@LEITH.CO.UK.

FROM OVER-SHARING
TO UNDER-SHARING:

UNTIL NEXT TIME.

HOW TEENS ARE TAKING THEIR
SOCIAL CONVERSATIONS UNDERGROUND

*NOT FORGETTING THAT OTHER ‘NEW SEASON’ TOO. C’MON THE SAINTS!

ed.brooke@leith.co.uk
0131 561 8600

@theleith
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DUVET DAYS ARE DEAD.
LONG LIVE DO-VET DAYS!
Claire Wood, Associate Planner
at Leith, on why more creative
people make for a more
creative agency.

Leith Content Strategist George Gunn on
the ever-growing appetite for
‘online clandestiny’.
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EXCEPT FEAR ITSELF

THERE IS NOTHING
TO BE AFRAID OF
Image credit: Getty Images

Last month England went out of the World Cup.
As someone who’s supported the Three Lions for
longer than Marcus Rashford and Dele Alli – put
together – have been alive, I’m gutted. I’m hoping
writing this will be some sort of therapy*.
You don’t have to be a football fan to have
noticed the impact Gareth Southgate’s young
team has had in England this summer. It goes way
beyond football.
For so many — including those who don’t
normally follow the game and an awful lot who
fell out of love with it as the Premier League
gorged itself on our direct debits and a new
generation of players chased a payday with
considerably more enthusiasm than they ever
chased a ball — the beautiful game has been a
beautiful distraction.

But, as an ad guy, I can’t help but look for bigger
meanings too. Lessons we can learn. Inspiration
we can take. And watching this young team
express themselves on the world’s biggest stage,
one thing was obvious.

The football’s coming home memes a glorious
great escape from a troubled world and toxic
political landscape (quite literally in the case of
Russia). A half-naked Ross Kemp a mesmeric
diversion from the deep divisions of Brexit.

Not so long ago, when a player pulled on an
England shirt, we all knew what would happen.
The burden of expectation was so great, the fear
of failure so overwhelming, it was paralysing.
Players so devastatingly effective for their clubs,
week in week out, would become toothless
for England.

Image credit: YouTube

Leith Creative Director
Phil Evans on football, fear
and what we can learn
from new England.

In funny old times, people look for a bigger
meaning in sport. And much has been said about
this team. A group of young men from places like
Sunderland, Barnsley and Walthamstow. One with
a Nigerian father and an English mother. One
born in Jamaica and raised in London. This is
England 2018. A rich and vibrant fusion of colour
and cultures. And for me, that this team has
connected with people in such a striking way is
the best result of this World Cup.

And then there’s that waistcoat. Nothing
symbolises the rejection of the flash, selfabsorbed, millionaire footballer – in favour of the
old values of respect, humility and quiet
determination – than a bit of M&S tailoring.

Image credit: Reuters

For the first time in a long time, England were
playing without fear.

Too scared
to express
themselves, and
too fearful to try
something new
— something
different — England
were dull and
predictable. And
perennial failures.

The players knew it. The fans knew it. And,
thankfully, those in charge of English football
knew it. And so a plan was put in place to tackle
it. And one of those hired to change it was
Gareth Southgate.

As an industry, we’re a lot like old England.
Habitually afraid to try something new, something
different, our creativity is frequently stifled by
fear. Too often we opt for the easy pass
backwards instead of being bold and positive
and trying to make something happen.

And yet, when we remove
the shackles, when we allow
ourselves to be imaginative
and inventive and foster an
environment that supports
and nurtures this approach,
we achieve so much more.
It’s time to play without fear.

*It didn’t work, I’m still gutted. But congratulations
to Croatia, another fearless team. Here’s to what
was a brilliant World Cup.
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CREEPING TECH:

HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH?
making us more impulsive — and stupid — as the
‘attention economy’ devastates our ability to
focus and literally changes the structure of our
brains. A University of Maryland study recorded
the following feedback, from college students
worldwide, who went tech cold turkey for just
one day…
Testimony ranged from boredom and irritation:

“I literally didn’t know
what to do with myself”
“I was itching, like a crackhead”
…to melodramatic teenage poetry:

“I felt so lonely, as if I was in a 		
small cage on an island”

Image credit: Martin Sanchez via Unsplash

There was a video doing the rounds earlier this
month that made me feel a little uneasy. You’ve
probably seen it. The clip shows Google CEO
Sundar Pichai proudly showing off a demo of
Google Assistant as it holds eerily humanlike
phone conversations with actual unwitting
humans. With shots suitably fired at Amazon’s
Alexa and Apple’s Siri — the main rivals in the
virtual assistant game — the camera cuts to the
audience of tech-heads, capturing a sea of
beaming, disbelieving faces.
While the reaction at Google I/O was almost
overwhelmingly positive, the same can’t be said
for much of the online commentary. Mashable
were not alone in regarding it as a ‘terrifying’
development, while several others, including The
New York Times writer and techno-sociologist
Zeynep Tufekci, rightly questioned the ethics of
duping non-consenting humans with AI:

Whatever your opinion of Google Assistant’s new
capabilities, the whole exercise — and the bipolar
reaction to it - does seem an apt metaphor for
Silicon Valley’s relentless charge into the
uncanny valley.
Although it’s true that many consumers continue
to lap up every offering and update and upgrade
of dubious necessity, no amount of evangelistic
unveilings or California-fied comms can hide the
very real crisis our tech overlords find themselves
in, as public opinion continues to sour. If 2017, “a
year of bots, Russian meddling, sexism,
monopolistic practice and tax-minimising” was
Silicon Valley’s annus horribilis, then 2018 will
surely be remembered as the year of the
backlash.
While Google were publicly wowing us with their
uhhhm-ing and ahhh-ing assistant, over 3,000 of

Leith content
strategist, George
Gunn, on why it’s
time to say “no”
to intrusive and
unnecessary tech.

its employees signed a letter urging the company
to withdraw from Project Maven — a controversial
tie-in with the US Department of Defense.
Interestingly, Google’s longstanding “Don’t be
evil” motto quietly disappeared from their code of
conduct around the same time. Elsewhere down
the sunny West coast, Snapchat recently lost
one-fifth of its value (and many users) after a
pointless redesign, while the less said about
Uber’s year so far — particularly their self-driving
tests — the better.
Of all the tech companies, Facebook have
undeniably been hit the worst in 2018. As well as
the devastating Cambridge Analytica revelations,
the company is being sued by people’s champ
Martin Lewis, its value dropped at one point by a
whopping $50bn — leading to lawsuits from
shareholders — and many users have been
choosing to #DeleteFacebook en masse as the
extent of their personal data collection and
retention becomes ever clearer and more
disturbing. Mark Zuckerberg seems to spend
most of his time these days being grilled by
politicians with his tail between his legs.
The many negative health impacts of unchecked
tech use are already well-documented. Social
media sites in particular often trigger and
heighten feelings of misery, frustration, envy,
resentment and loneliness, while all the while

“I felt that not even the sun
could warm me”
This is no fluke, though. Many apps and social
sites use sly psychological tricks to keep users
coming back for more — stimulating the same
neurological pathways that hook gamblers and
drug addicts. Perhaps most sinister of all, our
thoughts (and opinions) are effectively being
steered by a small number of individuals in a
‘race for our attention’.
A growing number of tech leaders, like real-life
Victor Frankensteins, are stepping back and
choosing to ‘conscientiously object’ as the
damaging impact of their creations becomes
impossible to gloss over and ignore. Recent
quotes are pretty damning:

“Social media probably
interferes with productivity
in weird ways. God only
knows what it’s doing to
our children’s brains.”

“I can control my decision,
which is that I don’t use
that shit [social media]. I can
control my kids’ decisions,
which is that they’re not
allowed to use that shit.”
Chamath Palihapitiya
Facebook’s Former VP Of User Growth

Palihapitiya in particular has talked of feeling
‘tremendous guilt’ over his work. Meanwhile, it’s
not uncommon for Silicon Valley types to use
special apps, plug-ins or even physical
interventions to limit their tech use. Steve Jobs
famously wouldn’t let his kids near an iPad, while
many (still young) tech executives are leaving the
industry entirely for more traditional lifestyles.

If the people making these
technologies are limiting their
personal use — or disowning
it altogether — shouldn’t this
tell us something?
Where do we go from here?
SOLUTION #1: ANARCHO-PRIMITIVISM
Maybe we should all smash up our gadgets and
go live in the woods. Whether it’s “Woman in the
Wilder-ness” Miriam Lancewood, Christopher
Knight who hid in remotest Maine for 27 years (he
stole all of his food so kinda cheated), or the
controversial Ted Kaczynski (aka the Unabomber),
there’s something undeniably fascinating about
those who abandon the comforts of modern
living in search of something more ‘real’.

SOLUTION #2: TOTAL ACCEPTANCE OF
IMPENDING TECH DYSTOPIA
It’s too late. They’ve already won. We’re all
irreversibly addicted and there’s no option but to
embrace it: spying kettles, micro-chipped
employees and all. Bot farms will continue to
swing elections, the robots will inevitably take
over, and Black Mirror will become a
documentary series.
SOLUTION #3: THE SENSIBLE OPTION
The best answer usually lies somewhere in the
middle. The Time Well Spent Movement, a
collective of ‘deeply concerned’ tech luminaries,
including Google’s Tristan Harris, reckon we’ll
look back at today as a turning point, “when we
moved away from technology that extracts
attention and erodes society, towards technology
that protects our minds and replenishes society.”
Humane tech should improve our lives and
facilitate our existing personal goals, rather than
distracting us and wasting time. So, before you
treat yourself to the latest shiny thing, try asking
yourself: is it relevant to my life? Is it going to
deliver practical value? Do I actually want it? Is it
necessary?
A creepy, phone-calling AI assistant isn’t really
going to add genuine value to your life (the
Silicon Valley set, with their near-psychopathic
obsession with productivity, would maybe argue
otherwise). Smashing up our phones, Ludditestyle, isn’t advisable either.

So, let’s celebrate the power of tech
and its many obvious benefits.
Let’s take back control of our devices,
and never let them control us.
Finally, let’s all be more like this older
woman in the front row:

Every now and then, I’m kind of tempted to do
this (and by ‘this’, what I’m actually talking about
is a very watered-down version — i.e. moving to a
Scottish island where phone signal might be a
little patchy).

Sean Parker,
Facebook Founding President

“I thought once everybody
can speak freely and
exchange information
and ideas, the world is
automatically going to be
a better place.
I was wrong about that.”

Evan Williams
Twitter Co-Founder

Image credit: Getty Images

Christopher McCandless, aka “Alexander Supertramp”
disappeared alone into the Alaskan wilderness after running
away in 1990. He eventually died of starvation a couple of
years later.
Image credit: Back to the Wild
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HAVE

The Alienist on Netflix?
Lost in Space?
Has Queer Eye caught your eye?

Did you see Trump’s Tweets?
What’s he like, eh?

4. Put that big fat book of brand 			
guidelines in the bin. Unless, of course, 		
you want all your communications to 			
scream, “HEY FOLKS I’M A BIG DULL AD 		
FOR A BIG DULL COMPANY”. Sorry, but 		
back on planet Earth, people hate ads. 		
And if you want humans to remember 		
what you’re selling your work should not 		
look like ads. More often than not they 		
may as well be called bland guidelines. 		
All you need is a good logo, a good idea 		
and fresh, ownable art direction and 			
you’ll be going a long way to getting 			
noticed.

Have you seen Mindhunter?

Have you seen Fargo? Not the
film, the tv series. All three
seasons. All thirty hours of it.

Image credit: Sean Rayford/Getty Images

Did you see that news story?
Did you join the discussion?
Have you heard that new Calvin record?
Image credit: YouTube

Image credit: MGM

Patrick Melrose, that’s addictive.
Have you seen Westworld, Game of Thrones, The
End of the Fxxking World?
Black Mirror? Have you seen all of those?
What about the new Star Wars films? Did you like
them? The main ones or the spin-offs?

Have you seen Black Panther?
Image credit: Squatty Potty

Seen that Childish Gambino video?
Did you share the funny baby thing?
What won the Oscar this year — did you catch
that?
Have you read that book? (Yeah, nobody reads
books, but this one is meant to be awesome.)

Have you...?
Have you...?
Have you...?
In the time it’s taken to write the above it’ll already
be out of date.

YOU

Image credit: Netflix

They don’t call me The Voice of Doom™ for
nothing, but whatever you’re selling somehow
needs to stand out amongst all this.

Written by
Chris Watson,
Leith’s Deputy
Creative Director.

So, ask yourself, truthfully now, will it? Is it good
enough? Entertaining enough? Useful enough?
Original enough? Thought-provoking enough?
Image credit: Disney/Marvel

SEEN?

Avengers Infinity War?
Did you see that thing on Facebook?

Will it even cause a tiny ripple in the vast sea of
content that is life in the 21st century?

Did you see your pal’s birthday photos?

In the real world, content is getting better and
better. In the ad world, it’s getting duller and duller.
This does not seem to make much sense.

Did you see your other pal’s wedding ones?

Here are some remedies:

Did you see that Spike Jonze thing?

Did you see what Kanye did?
Did you see that transsexual sumo wrestler?
Did you see the meme with the flying cat?
Did you see the pooing unicorn?
Did you check out that Instagram?
Did you watch that TED talk — amazing wasn’t it?
Did you see that slideshare on LinkedIn?

3. Push people to be more original,
not less.

1. Go with the mad vision — at least they 		
have a vision.
2. Make the one that scares you — in 			
every meeting there shall be an idea that 		
makes you laugh, or that makes you feel 		
a bit uncomfortable. You shall then say, 		
“That’s great, but we could never do 			
that” — don’t say that.

5. Stop talking about it, having meetings 		
about it, poring over charts about it and 		
asking Joe and Josephine Bloggs who 		
have just come to your research group for 		
twenty quid and a free sandwich about 		
whether they like it, and just get on with it. 		
Ad projects these days can take longer 		
than the time it takes to make a Marvel 		
movie and last time I looked our stuff 			
definitely isn’t taking billions at the box 		
office.
6. Don’t say it’s too risky — the only thing 		
that’s risky these days is spunking 			
thousands on stuff that nobody will see.
7. Be wary of banner ads — have you ever 		
clicked on one?
8. Stop taking a leaf out of marketing 			
books and take one out of Netflix’s, or a 		
spotty YouTuber’s.
Anyway, what do I know?
Other than that people used to say, “Have you
seen that ad?”
Now wouldn’t that be nice again?
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FROM OVER-SHARING
TO
UNDER-SHARING

Leith content
strategist, George
Gunn, on the evergrowing appetite
for ‘online
clandestinity’.

HOW TEENS ARE
TAKING THEIR SOCIAL
CONVERSATIONS
UNDERGROUND

Twitter celebrated its 12th birthday this year, which
made a lot of us feel very old all of a sudden.
YouTube and Facebook (and Myspace) have been
in our lives for even longer — with social media a
feature of the Internet mainstream for at least 15
years now.
Teenagers and young adults have effectively
grown up with social media as an ever-present
part of their lives. They also watched as the rest of
us blindly stumbled straight into social networking
— like moths to a flame — with no comprehension
of how our personal data was being hoovered up,
or of the real-world repercussions of posting
online.

Everything posted
online stays
there forever,
is identifiable
to us, and is
conveniently
searchable and
time-stamped.
If this isn’t enough, everything we ‘like’ is
searchable; a feature of identity-based social
media that caused some embarrassment for US
Senator Ted Cruz last year. As well as impacting
future career prospects, social posts have led to
several firings and even prison sentences — most
recently for Grenfell Tower rubbernecker Omega
Mwaikambo and “America’s most hated man”
(some achievement these days): so-called ‘pharma
bro’ Martin Shkreli for threats he made towards
Hillary Clinton.
Away from the criminal and stupid, social media
usage is regularly linked to increased anxiety,
often through ‘self-presentation fatigue’. As
uMentioned’s Christopher Travers explains:

“We create this model of how we
want people to see us. We monitor
what we post and what we like and
how we look. But we’re bottling up
this other side of us — the real side.
You can never truly be yourself
without being able to be anonymous.”

All of this has ushered in an appetite for ‘online
clandestinity’, where anonymous posters are free
to be more outrageous, less anxious about
judgement, and just more themselves. This is
particularly the case amongst younger Internet
users. Even back in 2012, 70% of US teens hid their
online lives from their parents — often creating
fake personas or duplicate social media profiles.

Trolling, defamation and cyberbullying are rampant
enough on mainstream social media, stemming
from what John Suler calls the ‘online disinhibition
effect’ (essentially, an empathy deficit and lack of
restraint as a by-product of non-physical
interaction). Secret’s platform — with its added veil
of anonymity — only made things worse. As Time’s
former tech editor Harry McCracken wrote at the
time of its release:

“I shudder to think what teenagers
might do to each other on a social
network where they know their
friends are reading, but they can’t be
held responsible for what they say
about each other.”
It didn’t take long for McCracken’s fears to come
true. Secret shut down after a year due to abuse
on the platform, while sexually aggressive
comments, racism and even bomb threats
contributed to the demise of competitor Yik Yak.
Nine teenage suicides were linked to
cyberbullying on Ask.fm — causing then-Prime
Minister David Cameron to call for a boycott.
Image credit: Arvin Febry via Unsplash

Online anonymity: a brief history:
First came so-called ‘confession sites’, where users
could anonymously submit secrets, rumours and
gossip without fear of being identified.
PostSecret started in 2005 as a community mail
art project, and provided a safe community for
people to freely speak their minds (with a
voyeuristic appeal for readers). Inspired by
PostSecret, anonymous confession threads sprung
out of several US college LiveJournal
communities — causing a breeding ground for
localised, campus-based gossip.
Anonymous apps inevitably followed. Secret, one
of the most popular of these first-wave anonymous
apps, launched in 2014 with the following
mission statement:

“We built Secret for people to be
themselves and share anything
they’re thinking and feeling with their
friends without judgment.”
Secret’s creators championed a platform that
would “bring more authenticity, self-awareness
and empathy to the world”. There was one pretty
major problem though. Internet users, particularly
teenagers and young adults, aren’t very nice.

Even now, the problem of cyberbullying remains a
largely unsolved problem. Candid, launched in
2016, aimed to use machine learning to flag abuse
(which led to 40% of posts being removed).
Trendwatching talked excitedly of a “tantalizing
future of anonymity without the assholes!”
Unfortunately, like so many of the pioneer
anonymous apps, Candid shut down. Meanwhile
Sarahah, briefly the leading anonymity app
following Candid’s demise, has been removed
from both Apple and Google stores.
The appeal and popularity of anonymous apps
amongst Gen Z is undeniable, and their usefulness
extends beyond teenage expression and gossip;
activists, particularly those in totalitarian states, are
free to mobilise and express dissent without fear
of repercussions.
With the desire for online clandestinity going
nowhere, will the current leader Whisper be able
to stamp out the bullies and trolls for good? Or is
Facebook’s recent purchase of new anonymous
teen compliment app ‘tbh’ an indication that the
traditional social media giants will start to wade
into the space and offer solutions?
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Claire Wood,
Leith planner, on why
more creative people
make for a more
creative agency.

LONG LIVE DO-VET DAYS!

Those of us of a certain age will remember the
golden days/the days of gratuitous indulgence
(depending on your perspective) in advertising.
Long lunches, short days and a handful of duvet
days to mop up around the edges. The colour
saturated days as depicted in Mad Men when
everyone was beautiful but only the creatives
were creative (the rest of them were allowed to
be creative only in their relationships).
Which is a terrible missed opportunity when you
think about it.
Whether you work in production, planning or
account management, a huge part of the lure of
the boisterous hustle and bustle that constitutes
our day jobs is the fact that we all get to be
creative. Whether that’s by figuring out how to
make a gigantic knitted caterpillar to tour
shopping centres or how to transform a city
centre street into a refined cocktail garden, that’s
pretty creative in my book.

Over the past couple of years at Leith, we’ve
spent a lot of time thinking about what we can do
to tickle everyone’s creative impulses under the
chin. We welcome any opportunities to hear from
people in the industry doing bold and brilliant
things. Most recently, the wonderful Craig
Oldham popped in and told us about how having
an ‘ordinary’ background made him even more
determined to be creative. His side hustles are
drool-worthy. And our series of Bold on the Barge
events has us sharing this love of bright, bouncy,
unadulterated creativity in all walks of life, with
anyone that cares to come and listen.
By combining creative minds from across the
business, multi-disciplinary teams from Leith have
launched a range of creative side projects
themselves, which have all made it to market and
raised funds for local charities: from creating a
record label, to launching our own brands of gin,
craft beer and hot sauce.

Leith’s recent creative side hustle, Not Another Effing Gin

Creating a cocktail garden for Dobbies in Edinburgh

You have to be very creative in client services or
planning. We’re the creative shepherds who help
guard the ideas that need to be guarded so they
get coaxed into giant knitted life — or whatever
other form they take. So it’s foolish to think that
only creatives are creative.

DUVET DAY
S
ARE DEAD.

Incidentally, I don’t know of any other industry
that has produced such a high proportion of
creative ‘side hustles’ as I’ve encountered in
agency land.

I was lucky enough to take part in a field trip to
digital and tech companies in London and Berlin
last year, courtesy of TRC Media’s training
programme, Special Edition. One of the topics
that interested our group was how to keep
inspiring creativity, whether you were paid to ‘be’
creative or are just along for the ride. Cilla
Snowball of AMV was brilliantly clear: create the
right working conditions — look after people
properly — and they’ll flourish.
We also met Pia Betton, partner at international
design agency, edenspiekermann. They give
every employee an amount of coins each year
which can be redeemed against inspiring trips.
When we visited the agency at the start of the
year, they’d just been on a weekend visit to
Dessau, the home of Bauhaus, an hour and a half
outside Berlin.
At Leith, we have an Academy, a team
responsible for looking after the creative and
professional development of our staff. Thanks to
the Academy, we now have Do-vet Days: a day
off a year to go and do something inspiring, in
exchange for the stories on your return.

‘In loving memory of work’, by Craig Oldham

Over the past year, Leithers have collected
thousands of cotton buds to clear up local
beaches, recorded a record, helped out at a food
bank, visited a Buddhist retreat, organised a local

“It’s all about
empowering
people... not
telling them
what to do.”
charity’s social media strategy and attended a
screen printing workshop. The cotton bud
collection poem proved particularly popular in
the subsequent presentation.
We’ve just enjoyed a Wellness Week with our
tech-sister agency, Cello Signal, with an on-site
masseuse, daily yoga classes (four times daily on
the Wednesday!), jungle gym sessions,
mindfulness sessions and daily breakfasts in our
kitchen featuring a range of delicious (and
healthy) ways to kickstart your brain before
another day at work, being creative.
Ever since I’ve been at Leith (which is getting on
for quite some years now) we’ve had a corporate
membership to the Filmhouse cinema in the
centre of town. It’s almost the only independent
cinema left in Edinburgh so for one, I’m delighted
that we continue to invest in this local hotbed of
creativity. But it also gets us in front of a whole
bunch of cinematic treats that wouldn’t end up
anywhere near a multiplex.
Learning about how different people see the
world differently is an essential part of being
creative. Our Do-Vet days are one way to help
more of us do that. If you’ve bumped into any
others in your travels that you think we should
know about, do shout.

Edinburgh 86/2 Commercial Quay, Edinburgh EH6 6LX
London 31 Old Nichol Street, London E2 7HR
Email: ed.brooke@leith.co.uk Tel: 0131 561 8600
#madeinleith @theleith leith.co.uk
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